THE LEAKERS GET
CRAFTIER
Hey, are you all still here?
Thanks to everyone — especially Rayne — for
watching after the likker cabinet while I was in
Oz. It appears the Donald Administration has
only gotten crazier since I was gone.
Last night, the WaPo published yet another big
scoop show more lies about Russia. It reveals
that President Trump personally dictated the
response to the news that Don Jr, Paul Manafort,
and Jared Kushner met with
Natalia Veselnitskaya.
Flying home from Germany on July 8
aboard Air Force One, Trump personally
dictated a statement in which Trump Jr.
said that he and the Russian lawyer had
“primarily discussed a program about the
adoption of Russian children” when they
met in June 2016, according to multiple
people with knowledge of the
deliberations. The statement, issued to
the New York Times as it prepared an
article, emphasized that the subject of
the meeting was “not a campaign issue at
the time.”

Two important details about this scoop: first,
as Laura Rozen noted, Trump’s focus on adoption
came after he chatted up Vladimir Putin at the
spouse’s dinner for up to an hour at the G20
(remember how Trump gesticulated wildly to get
Putin’s attention). Given that Trump claims they
spoke about adoptions, it makes it more likely
(as batshit as this is to contemplate!) Trump
looped Putin in on how to respond.
Remember, too, that Rob Goldstone specifically
envisioned involving Trump in this matter.
What do you think is the best way to
handle this information and would you be

able to speak to Emin about it directly?
I can also send this info to your father
via Rhona, but it is ultra sensitive so
wanted to send to you first.

At this point it’s probably safest to assume all
the other claims about this — such as that there
was no follow-up — will prove to be lies, too.
I wanted to point one more thing out, though.
The WaPo story is notable for two reasons.
First, it features an almost entirely new set of
journalists from the three mainstays who’ve
published the other big Russian scoops. Just as
interesting — in the wake of the unceremonious
firing of Reince Priebus and others — the story
almost entirely hides the sources for the story.
While the story quotes an anonymous Trump
advisor and airs the complaint of Jared
Kushner’s legal team, the story says nothing
about who actually revealed this story. And the
story is specifically framed in a way that tees
it up for Robert Mueller to ask questions about
Trump’s obstruction, personally.
Trump has serially fired his staffers because no
one can get a handle on this Russian scandal.
But with each firing, Trump also makes it likely
new leaks with badly exacerbate the scandal.

